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首先，我們會闡述一個重要的結果，是關於方程-Au = V e " 在平面上 
的有界區域的解的序列。在p, M]中證明了一個解的序列必有以下三種 
互斥的可能：在L f a ( Q )中有界，在緊集上一致趨向 - 0 0，或形成有限 














In this thesis, we give a survey on the problem of prescribing scalar curvature on 
a unit disc and a punctured disc. This type of problem asks which function is the 
scalar curvature ( respectively the Gaussian curvature in 2-manifolds ) ofa 
metric conformal to the standard one. 
First ofall, we study an important result on sequences of solutions ofthe 
equation -Au = V e" on a bounded domain on the plane. Brezis and Merle have 
showed in [B-M] that such a sequence has three mutually exclusive 
alternatives: either being bounded in L^^{0), tends to -oo uniformly on 
compact subsets or forming a fmite blow-up set. For the latter alternative, it is 
natural to ask whether the blow-up set is simple ( each blow-up point carries 
exactly one bubble ). For higher dimensions, it must be simple as mentioned in 
P-i] and [S-Zh]. Such phenomenon is expected to appear in dimension 2. In 
contrast, in [Chen] a counter-example is provided by constructing a sequence of 
metrics with constant curvature 1 and uniformly bounded area which develops 
branch bubbles at the center of the unit disc, and thus the blow-up is not simple. 
We will also discuss the case on a punctured disc. Referring to [Ch-W], a 
representation formula for the solutions, where K is constant, is derived based on 
Liouville's theorem ( p^]) on a simply connected domain, hi Liouville's theorem, 
the real solutions are in terms of some locally univalent meromorphic functions. 
However, in the case of punctured disc, those functions will be multi-valued. At 
the end, there will be given a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
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Prescribing Scalar Curvature 
广 







The general problem of prescribing scalar cun^ature is to ask: 
Given a smooth function f on a Riemannian manifold {M, g) with •r 
dimension n > 2, does there exists a metricg'on Msuch that the scalar 
curvature K' of g' isequalto /? 
This problem was solved entirely by Kazdan and Wamer. Since the equations are 
different for n = 2 and n > 3，the proofs are different as are the results. When n 
二 2 the scalar curvature Scal has strong topological meaning because the 
sectional curvature is fully determined by Scal, precisely Scal = 2 Sect. 
• 
r 
A more difficult problem is to require that the metric g' is conformal to g，i.e. g' 
is equal to g by multiplying a positive smooth function. Ln this thesis, we study 
the two-dimensional case. 
For n 二 2, consider the conformal metric g = e^ g with u e C°°. Then after some 
computation we have the equation 
V 
7 
-Aw = V(x)e" 
where V is the scalar curvature of the conformal metric. 
In Chapter 2, we will consider a sequence of solutions of 
-A w„ = V„(x) e "" in a bounded domain C1, 
Vn^O^ WVj,<Cj, We'"l<C2, l<p<oo 
and q is the conjugate exponent of p. 
Such sequence of solutions may be bounded in L ^ (Q), tends to -00 uniformly 
on compact sets or, even blow up as described in Theorem 2.6 .This result was 
given and proved in details in the paper pB-M]: 
Then there exists a subsequence {u^^ } satisfying 
either (/) {w„^} isbounded in Lj^(^) 
or {ii) u�~> - 00 uniformly on every compact subset of Qi 
or {iii) the blow - up set S is non - empty and finite such that 
u”k — -00 uniformly on every compact subset of Q\S 
u„ 
and V^^e converges in the sense of measures on Q to 
m 
^ a . 5^ ^ with concentrated mass a. >47i/q forall i, 
i = l 
and S= {a^, a2, ... ,aJ . 
Therefore the blow-up is finite but up to here we are not sure whether each of 
these blow-up point is made up of exactly one bubble. From pLi] and [S-Zh] it 
was known that the blow-up set must be simple. Naturally, it is believed that the 
\ 
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same situation will occur in two-dimensional manifolds. Such intendance was 
expressed in pLi-Sh]. 
In Chapter 3，we confine the Gaussian curvature of the conformal metric to be 
constant 1. Then the equation is 
-Au^ = e2Un in Di=Di(0) 
M 2U 2 where e ° dz < Cj for some constant C!， JDi 
The conjecture of simple blow-up was disproved in [Chen] by constructing a 
multiple m branch bubbling sequence for each positive integer m，that is, 
(/•) e^"" I dz |2 has constant curvature 1, 
and 
(ii) e^"" ~> 4^m • 5�in the sense of measure. 
This means that the blow-up point is not necessarily simple. To achieve this 
result we have several steps as stated in Theorem 3.8 . For each positive integer 
m，there exists an entire function, which has exactly m simple zero points and 
whose derivative does not vanish on the whole plane. It follows that such an 
entire function leads to a degree m simple pre-branch bubbling sequence. For 
each degree m simple pre-branch bubbling sequence, we can construct a 
multiple m branch bubbling sequence. Jn fact, the two kinds of sequence are 
equivalent in some sense. 
ln Chapter 4，a related problem is discussed, that is to study the equation 
- A u 二 2 Ke^ where K is constant, 
on a unit punctured disc. Referring to Liouville's theorem on the simply-
2 




(4.5) u = log j — ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ^ . 
(l + ( K / 4 ) | f | 7 
where f (z) is a locally univalent meromorphic function in Q • 
The condition ofsimply connected is essential. For punctured disc, it is shown 
in [Ch-Wl] that, the solutions are in terms of multi-valued locally univalent 
meromorphic functions: 
1) For K>0, f { z ) 二 g(z) 1江，ae0^ 
or f{z) = (p{4z) ’ and 
2)ForK = 0, f{z) = g{z) z^ , aeR • 
s 
or f{z) = g{z) + clogz , c G C . 
广 
Here g and q> are single-valued analytic functions in D* and 
q)�z�q)�-£) = \. 
Finally, we give and prove the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
solutions to be asymptotic radially symmetric. The condition is the integrability 






The following notations and statements will be used in this thesis. Those in real 
analysis and PDE are collected mainly in [G-T], piu], [S] and {R]. Those in 
complex analysis are collected in pCr], [A] and \Ru]. Those in differential 
geometry are collected in [doC], [Au2], [K], pP] and [S-Y. 
Notation 1.1 
吸° 二 Euclidean n - space 
Forany x = (x^,X2,... ,xJ,少二（>>1，>^，. ,7n) ^ 阪°， 
r n 丫2 
k - J ^ I = 2](1/-少/)2 
V/=1 J 
For any subsets X’ Y c B^ °, 
dX - boundary of X, 
X = closure of X, 
\ 
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X[ c Y means Xhas compact closure in Y. 
A domain is an open, connected subset in 见. 
For any domain Q c R°, 
^1| = volume of Q, for bounded C1, 
diam Q = diameter of Q, for bounded 12. 
Open disc centered at x and with radius r : 
D,(x) = {ye R^:\x-y\<r}. 
1)广二叫0). 
Open unit disc centered at the origin: 
D = Z)i = Di(0). 
Punctured unit disc centered at the origin: 
D* 二 { X € 吸2 ： o < I X I < 1 }. 
广 
If X c R^ is Lebesgue measurable and jj, is the Lebesgue measure in R^，we 
put 
|Z| = /i(X). 
Theorem 1.2 (Bokano-Weierstrass) 
Every bounded sequence in 见° contains a convergent subsequence. 
Notation 1.3 
C(Q) = C^(Q) = the collection of continuous functions in fli. 
d ( Q ) = {weC(Q) :DaweC( i2 ) , | a |SA:} , 
where k is any positive integer or infinity . 
\ 
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For u: Q — R, 
supp u = {x e Q: u (x)本 0 } . 
C^(i2) = I u e C^(Q)| suppu cc Q ]， 
where k is any positive integer or infinity. 
For 1 < p < 00， 
Z^(i2) = the space ofLebesgue measurable functions on Q that are 
p-integrable, that is 
f r A7 
u n = u P <00 , for all ueL^(0.). P;Q n 
V ^ n y 
L °°(i2) = the space ofLebesgue measurable functions on Q that are 
> 
essentially bounded in ^2，that is 
广 
u ^ = ess sup u < CO ’ for all ueL^{^). � ' Q 
In case there is no confusion, we may omit the domain in the norm and the 
integral 
For 1 < p < 00， ‘ r 
Lf^{Q) = { u: Q. ^ K I u\^ eL\Q) forall D c c Q } . 
Theorem 1.4 (Holder's inequaUty ) 
If u € L^(Q) and v e L^{Ci) where p and q are positive extended real 
numbers such that p'^+ q] =1，then uv e L \ i 2 ) with 
\ 
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I H I i < IMIp |v| |^. 
CoroUary 1.5 If |i^  | < 00 and 1 < p < q < co then Z (^Q) cZ^(Q) 
and for all u e Z^(Q)，we have 
\^\-'''\\u\\^<\a\-'''\\u\i. 
Theorem 1,6 (Fatou's lemma) 
If { f ^ ) is a sequenceof nonnegative measurable functions and f^ ~> f{x) almost everywhere ( or simply a.e.) on a set U, then » f» 
f 么 lM fn . 
Jf/ Ju 
i 
Theorem 1.7 (Jensen's inequaUty) 
V-Let w(x) and q> (x) be measurable on a measurabe set E with Range{q)) c= [a, b], • w(x) > 0， w{x)dx = 1. Let also F(x) be a convex function on [a, b]. Then 
h 
f p � f 
F w{x)(s^{x)dx < w(x)i^(q)(x�^^. 
V h J JE 
Theorem 1.8 (Mean value theorems ) 
r 
Let u G C\^) satisfy A u = 0 ( > 0，< 0 ) in Q ( a domain in R^). Thenfor 
any ballB =Bjfy) ec Q, we have 
+ ) = (、 4 ~ ~ ^ \ “ s 
n � R �dB 
\ 
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j I* and u(j) = (<，>) u dx . ay„R" JB 
Theorem 1.9 (Strong maximum and minimum principles) 
Let A u > 0 ( < 0 ) in Q, and suppose there exists a point y e Q for which 
f \ 
u {y) = sup u inf u . Q V Q 
Then u is constant. 
Theorem 1.10 (Weak maximum and minimum principles ) 
Let u 6 C\Q.)r\C\Q)with Au >0 ( < 0 ) in Q. Then, provided Q. is 
hounded, ‘ 
/ � y 
sup u 二 sup u inf u = inf u . 
Q dQ, V i2 dCl J 
Theorem 1.11 (Harnack's principle ) 
Let { w„(z)} be a sequence of functions, each defined and harmonic in a certain 
region Q„ . Let i^ be a region such that every point in i2 has a neighborhood 
contained in all but a finite number of the fll„，and assume moreover that in this 
r 
neighborhood uJ^z) < u_ (z) as soon as n is sufficiently large . Then there 
are only two possibilities : 
either 1) uJ^z) tends uniformly to +oo on every compact subset of^i, 
or 2) w„(z) tends to a harmonic limit function u{z) in Q, uniformly on 
compact sets. 
15 
Definition 1.12 Let Q be an open subset in OT and f a linear 
functional on C� (Q) . Denote the valuef{^) by <f, <p >，for any q> e Co(^). If 
4—炉。in Co(i2) implies that < f，g)^ > — <f, q)^ >，then f is said to be a 
continuous linearfunctional on Q)(Q). Such f is also said to be a distribution 
on i2. In particular, when f G z)^^(Q)，the expression 
• 
</ q)�= /Oc) q>{x)dx, for any q> G Co(Q) Q^ 
defines a distribution on i2. 
Definition 1.13 Define the Dirac 5^ distribution by thefollowing 
X 
functional 
广 , < 5^, q>> = 4(x) q>{^)dx = q){d), foranyq>e QC^2). Q^ 
Definition 1.14 Let { f ^ ) be a sequence of distributions on i2. I f f o r any 
q) e Co(i2), lim <f^, q> > = </，q) >，/讲 ^^ said to converges tofin the sense of 
distributions. • 
r 
As we will focus on the two-dimensional case, it is convenient to utilize the tools 
in complex analysis. The details in the following materials can be founded in _ . 
Notation 1.15 ( Complex derivatives ) 
\ 
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- a 1 f d . d ] , d 1 f d d ) —= I—— and ——=—":r" + ^7T" dz 2 1^  dx dy J dz 2 1^  dx dy J 
^ , , 52 52 ^2 f ^ _ d / 
脑 w . W A= — + — 二 4 — , [ ^ J - ^ , 
and ^ == 0 i f f f is holomorphic. dz 
Proposition 1.16 (Chain rules) 
I f f and g are continuously differentiable functions, and i f f � g is well defined 
in some domain U c C, then we have 
去 ( / 。 _ = 茫 _ ) 尝 . ( 力 + 若 _ ) 署 ( 力 
and •, 
A ( / � _ = M _ ) ^ ( z ) + M _ ) M ( | 
CoroUary 1.17 Ifeitherfor g in Proposition 1.16 is holomorphic then 
thefirst chain rule degenerates to 
^ i f o g ) { z ) = y^{g{z)) | ^ ( z ) . • 
dz dz ‘ oz 
The following is an example ofthe utility of the complex notation. Note that 
\ 
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A ( l o g ( | f r i ) = A ( l o g f + l o g f ) = 4 A A i o g f + 4 A A i 0 g f 
= 4 A f i ^ V 4 A f i ^ l = 0 . 
dz[fdzJ dz [f dzJ 
Therefore we have: 
CoroUary 1.18 I f f is a nonvanishing holomorphicfunction on a planar 
domain U, then l o g i \ f f ) is harmonic. 
Theorem 1.19 (Picard's Great Theorem) 
I f f is a holomorphic function on an open set U 二 D” (p) \{ p} and has an 
essential singularity at p, then for any 0 < s < r it holds that 
i 
{f{z): 0 < I z -p\ < s } contains all complex numbers except possibly one 
V value. 
We will revise on the notion of the Riemannian manifold and some related 
definitions and facts. 
A differentiable manifold M° is a Hausdorff topological space that is locally 
homeomorphic to R^, together with a differentiable structure, which refers to an 
atlas where all chart transitions are differentiable. A Riemannian metric is a 
correspondence which assigns to each point p in M^ a symmetric, bilinear, 
positive-defmite form g p(，) or <，>p on the tangent space TpM, which varies 
differentiably in the following sense: Let (x” &，...，xJ be a system of 
coordinates around p and ( d/dx^，...，d/dxJ an associated basis of the tangent 
space TpM . Then gjj (x” x�，...，xJ = < d/dx^ ，d/dx^  >p is a differentiable 
function for each i andj . We call gy the local representation ofthe Riemannian 
\ 
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metric and gy = gy, • A Riemannian manifold is a differentiable manifold 
equipped with" a Riemannian metric. 
Definition 1.20 Let MandNhe Riemannian manifolds and /: M^N a 
diffeomorphism, that is, a differentiable bijection with a differentiable inverse. 
Then f is an isometry if 
< u，v>^ 二 < df/u), df/v)〉,的，forall p € M and u，v e T^M. 
Definition 1.21 ‘ (Curvature) 
The curvature R ofa Riemannian manifold M^ is a correspondence that 
associates to every pairX, Y G X{M) 二 the set ofall differentiable vectorfields 
on M a map R{X, Y): X{M) ^X{M) given by 




andR., = {R{X,,X.)X,，X�= R“ g, ^here X,=—. 
The sectional curvature of a two-dimensional subspace a of T, M atp is 
Sect (o) = R(X, Y, X，Y) whereXand Yare ortHonormal vectors in 
t 
TpM, that is, <X,X> 二 1 二 < I： Y> and<X, Y> 二 0. 
The scalar curvature is 
Scalij?)=Rijgij. 
Inparticular, if n = 2 ’ Scal 二 1 Sect andSect 二 Gaussian curvature. Moreover, 
19 
it can beproved through the Cartan structural equations that, the Gaussian 
curvature can be calculated in theformula 
K{z) = -AZ^P/:) where [p{z)f \dzf is the metric. 
H^)f 
The foUowing theorem is a result in differential geometry that can be founded in 
Corollary 6.4.，p. 256 in pC-N]. 
Theorem 1.20 -Let M and N be connected and simply connected, 
complete analytic Riemannian manifolds. Then every isometry between 
.connected open subsets of M and N can be uniquely extended to an isometry 







Uniform L Bounds and Blow-up 
Behavior 
ln. this chapter we consider a sequence of solutions (¾} ofthe equation 
2 
(2.1) -Au^ = Vn(x)eUn in a bounded domain Q c 吸， 
This equation refers to the problem of prescribing scalar curvature. Precisely, V^ 
2 2 is the scalar curvature for the confonnal metric e^° | dz | on ^2 c R，for each n • 
Our main result in Chapter 2 is Theorem 2.6 ( pB-M]), that yields three 
mutually exclusive alternatives of the uniform estimates on sequences of 
solutions to (2.1 )• 
2 Lemma 2*1 Assume Q is a bounded domain in D^ and u isasolution 
of 
21 
‘-Aw = f(x) in Q , 
< 
u = 0 on dQ. 
with f e Z/(Q ) . Then for every 5 e (0,4;r), we have 
2 
• r 1 4jT / \2 exp (4jt-5) u(x) / fUctc < -[diamQ,), h 丨 0 
Proof . Let R 二 (diam Q) / 2 so that Q c D^ for some ball of radius 
R • Extend f to be zero outside Q: 
/ \ 1 r 9 D 2 u = — log - ^ f(y) dy ， for all x G 吸， 
27tJoR U ^ - y ) 
so that 
2 -Au = f on R . i 
Since - ^ > 1 for all x，y e D^，we have u > 0 for x e D^ • It follows x - y 
from the maximum principle that 丨 u| i u on Q and thus 
f(4“）u(x))j f f(47i-8)|<x)n , exp ^——；^ ^ dx < exp ^ ~ ~ dx . 
J^ ( f 1 J ^^R 1 t 1 J 
In order to estimate the previous inequality, we make use of Jensen's inequality f (• � (• 
F w(y)q>(y)dy ' < w(y)F(cp(y))dy. V / • 
( � f(y) 1 ( � 4n-8 1 [ 2R 1 . with F(t) = exp(t), w(y) 二 ~ ^ and q)(y) = —~"log ； thus 




f r | f ( y ) | 4 j i -8 , f 2R U exp - ^ — ~ l o g dy 
[ J 11 f||i 27t [\x-y\) J 
r f(y) ( 4 j r - 8 , ( 2R ))知 
< — ^ exp log dy f 2n x - y 
y i 1 、么八 V J j j 471-S 
f(y) { 2R ) I j < ~ ^ dy . J 114 l | x - y J 
Now we estimate the right hand side ofthe inequality we have concerned before 
and we obtain 
{(47i-8) |<x) |^ 
exp dx 
^¾ � t 1 J 
2 A_ 
, f 2R \ 271 |f(y)| ,,, < dx —7— dy 
^R J^l^ x-y J t i 
<-
2上 r � { 2R ) 27t | f (y) | = dy ~ " - ~ " � x ^R J D “ x - y j t 1 
f 2 ！ 1 
二 刚 r ^ l 2n dx dy . K ll^ lli J c > A l x - y J 
V ) 
But, for y e D^, we have , 
f ^ f ^ d x < [ tef^dx 
J ^ L | x - y | J ^R 1 X ) 
二 ^^(<i/07wQ)2. 
5 ^ , 
Then the estimate claimed is proved. 口 
\ 
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Lemma 2.2 ‘ Let {«„} be a sequence ofsolutiom of (2,1 )，with 
ll«;il； ^ C, \\vx ^ Q^ 
y^ g"” < s�< 4n/q (the smallness condition ), 
Ja “ 
1 < p < 00 and q is the conjugate exponent of p. 
Then { u: } is hounded in L: ( ^ ). 
Proof. Without loss ofgenerality we may assume that Q 二 D&. Split ^ 
as u^ == u i^ + U2n where u^ is the solution of 
: - A u i n = V,e^^ in Q ，‘ 
Uin = 0 on d^l ； 
so that Au = 0 in Q. By the mean valueJtheorem for harmonic functions we 
2n -
have 
ih2n IU;D^ - ll^2n ll i% 
么 l h n l l l % + II ^in 111¾ 
< c . 
Using the above splitting of u^, the smalhiess condition and'Lemma 2.1 we see 
that 
{eUin} is bounded in L ^ ^ \ D R ) for some 5>0 . 
Therefore { V^ e^^ } is bounded in L^  (D^2) for some s > 1. Using tiie splitting 
ofUn once more we see that {u^} is boundedin L (0^/4). Therefore {u^} is 
24 
00 
bounded in L ( ¾ ^ ) . 口 
Definition 2.3 S 三{ xe i2： there exists a sequence x„ in Q such that 
jc^_>x and u„(x^ — +oo } is said to be the blow-up set. 
Since {V^ e"°} is bounded in L^(Q), we can choose a subsequence ( still 
denoted by V^ e^°) which converges in the sense ofmeasures on Q to some 
non-negative bounded measure ji，that is, 
(2.2) Jv e^^ ^M^ ^  J ydp, foreveryy e Co(i^ ). 
Definition 2A A point x�e £2 is said to be regularpoint ifthere is a 
function y/ e Q {Q), 0 < y/< 1, Y = 1 on sdme neighborhood of x, ’ such that 
J y/djd<An:/q. 
The following lemma provides a clear meaning ofregular point. 
Lemma 2.5 Denote by Z the set of non-regularpoints in Q. Then 
Xo e I ifand only if jd ({�}) > 4;r/ q, 
Proof. ( - ) Suppose Xo is a non-regular point By definition, we can 
choose a sequence offunctions 
i|/iG Co(il), M/i=lontheneighborhood U^of Xo 
and M/i =Ooni2/Ui whe reUi^{xo) such that 
25 
m 
v|/idji > 47z/q. 
Taking limit on both sides of the previous inequality. For . • 
J M/id^^K{Xo}) a s i ^ o o , 
we have p,({Xo))^47r/q. 
(<rr) Suppose now ^({xo}) > 4n/q. For all y e Co(^ ), 0 < • < 1，V = 1 on 
some neighborhood U of Xo，we have 
• \pd\x > f ld[i = i^(U) > ^i{xJ > 4%/q. jQ JU 
Then Xo isanon-regularpoint. • 
Now we state and prove the main result in tMs chapter. A typical example will be 
illustrated in Chapter 3. .-
Theorem 2.6 Let {u^) be a sequence ofsolutions of (2.1)，with 
V„>0, ||FJ|,<Q, We^%<C2, l<p<^ 
and q is the conjugate exponent of p. 
Then there exists a subsequence {w„^} satisfying 
r 
either (/) {w�} is bounded in L %c (以) 
or {ii) u^^ ~> -00 uniformly on every compact subset of ^ 
or {iii) the blow - up set S is non ‘ empty and finite such that 
u^^ ~> - 00 uniformly on every compact subset of i2 \ S 
\ 
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and Vn^e^"^ converges inthesenseof measures on Q to 
m 
^ a. 5 .^ with concentrated mass a. >4n/q for all i, 
i = l 
and 5= {a^ ,a^,…,<3^}. 
Proof . Since {V^ e^°} is bounded in L^(Q), we can choose a 
subsequence (still denoted by V^ e^^ ) which converges in the sense ofmeasures 
on Q to some non-negative bounded measure i^, that is, 
(2 .2) J Vj,e^" \\f ^ J \\f d i^ foreveryv|/G CoW-
Consider a small ball around a regular point x •. Using Holder's inequality, we 
i have 
J l ‘ l " W " | e U n | ^ P | | e � ” ^ 2 | " P C 2 ， 
that is, {Ujj+} is bounded in L^(Q) , Now we can apply Lemma 2.2 so that there 
is some R � > 0 such that 
(2.3 ) { 0 is bounded in L°°CDR�(Xo)) • 
Denote S = the set of non-regular points in ^1 . We know that 
X 0 e S if and only if ‘ [i({x�}) > 4n/q， from Lemma 2.5 . 
Since p. is a bounded measure with J d i^ < CjC:，it follows that Z is fmite and 
C1C2 > f d ^ > d ” y ^ ^ i ( { x � } ) 2 ’ C a r d ^， .Q .s ^ q 
XflSS 
广广 n 
thatis，Card(l) < ^ 2¾ 4% 
\ 
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Claim 1: The blow-up set S = Z. 
By (2.3 )，S c Z . Conversely, suppose x � e I . We will first show that 
(2.4) VR>0, l im |K+joo;_=+^ . 
Suppose not, then there exists a subsequence such that || u^ ^^  100;¾ (xo) - �a n d 
Un 
in particular || e 丨^丨①；j^ � < C • Therefore for aU R < R �， 
l|e^"^IU;DR(xo) ^ l | e U ° N k � � ( x o ) < C 
and using HClder's inequality, 
, U^  u„ 
^ ( , ^ n , e k < ||VnJl;DR(Xo) 1®�IU;DR(Xo) ^R(Xo) 
“ i D R ( x � ) r q |v^ ip ;D,(^) 
< CCi7iR^ .^ 
In Definition 2.4，by choosing \|/ e Co(Q) such that v|/ = 1 on DR(Xo) and 
vanishes on Q\DR(Xo)，we obtain from the above inequality that 
Jv|/d^<CCi7iR^^^ 
Since R can be chosen arbitrarily small such that 
/vd^<CCi7 :R^^^<47i /q , 
we get a contradiction that x � i s a regular point. Hence ( 2.4 ) is established. 
For I is finite, we can choose R > 0 small enough so that DR(x�) does not 
contain any other point of E. Let x^ e E>R(Xo) be such that 
\ 
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� + ( x J = m � u ^ + ^ + 0 0 . 
BR(Xo) 
Claim that x^ — Xo. Otherwise, by the Bokano-Weierstrass Theorem, there is 
a subsequence x^ — x'* x�，but x '^ E, that is，x' is a regular point. This is 
impossible due to (2.3 ). Hence x �€ S. Claim 1 is proved. 
Claim 2: S = (j> implies that (i) or (ii) holds . 
Now I = S = (|), that means all points in Q are regular. By (2.3 )，{ u^^} is 
bounded in L?oc(Q) ^ d so is {e^"}. Using Corollary 1.5，e"^  € ^ J Q ) . 
Therefore 4 = V^ e ^ is bounded in L ^ (Q) . This implies that 
^ieL^(Q) AL^oc(Q). Letv^bethesolutionof 
‘-AVn = fn in C1， 
< Vjj = 0 on dCl. 
Then v j j^v uniformly on every compact subset of Q, where v is the solution 
of 
- A v = \x in C1, 
4 
V = 0 on dQ. 
Let Wn = Un_Vn SO that AWjj= Au^-AVn= 0 on Q and Wn+ is bounded in 
L^c {0) . By Hamack's principle we find that either 
(2.5 ) a subsequence {w^J is bounded in L^^ (Q) 
or 
(2.6 ) {Wn) converges uniformly to -oo on compact subsets of Q. 
Then (2.5 ) gives (i) and (2.6 ) gives (ii). 
\ 
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Claim 3: S * cj> implies that (iii) holds. 
Now all points in Cl\S =QM are regular. By (2.3 )，{u/} is bounded in 
L^^ (Q \ S) and therefore ( = V^ e^° is bounded in L^^ (^2 \ S) • This implies 
that |i is a bounded measure in L ^ � ( � ) . Note that there is a basic difference 
with Claim 2 • Here |i is a measure, not an L^ function but a sum of Dirac masses, 
as will be shown later. Let v^，v and w^ be defmed as in Claim 2 .Then vn~>v 
imiformly on every compact subset of Q\S. As above, by Hamack's principle, 
we find that either 
(2 .7) a subsequence {WnJ is bounded in L^ o^  (Q \ S) 
or 
(2.8 ) {Wn} converges uniformly to -oo on compact subsets of Q\S. 
We will prove that (2.7 ) does not happen. Fix a point x o € S and R > 0 small so 
that Xo is the only point of S in DR(xJ . Suppose ( 2.7 ) holds, so that {w^J is 
bounded in L^^{dD^{xQ)) and similarly for {vJ . Thus {u^J is bounded in 
L^ oc {d Dj^ (xg)), say by C. Let be the solution of 
: � = fnk i^ DR(Xo)， 
\ Zn, = - C on a D R ( x J . 
By the maximum principle, 
% k - ^k i^DR(Xo). 
In particular, we get a condition that will be used in Fatou's lemma: 
JV�< J>�< C,^  . 
On the other hand,�乂~^ z a.e. ( even uniformly on every compact subset of 
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DR(Xo)\{Xo} ) where z is the solution of 
- A z = n in DR(Xo)， 
z = - C on ^Dg^(xJ. 
We note that ^({xo}) > 47c/q since x^ e S is not a regular point. This means 
that |i > (47c/q) 6(xo) and therefore 
z(x) = —log——-——+�� as X ^ XQ. q x-Xo 
m 
Thus e^^ > C/ |x-XoP withC>0.Hence e^^ =« . Ontheotherhand, 
JoR(Xo) 
by (2.9) and Fatou's lemma we find that 
j V � ^ C , \ 
This leads to a contradiction. Hence we have shown that ( 2.9 ) holds. 
Consequently, {u^} converges to -oo uniformly on every compact subset of Q\S. 
Therefore V„e"° ~> 0 in L?^ (Q \ S) and hence [i is supported on S. This means 
that 
li= S a j 5(aj) with S = U { a J . i i 
The argument above gives that cq > 47D^ q for each i. • 
Remark 
hi [B-M]，ajwas conjectured to have the form 8n • 1^  where 1 ^ is some positive 
integer, under some additional regularity assumption on {Vn} (i.e. 
Vn — V in C(Q) ).The affmnative answer was verified in p!i-Sh]: 
Theorem 2.7 Let u„ and V„ be defined as in Theorem 2.6 with 
\ 
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p = 00, q = 1，V„ € C{n) and V„ — V in c{n). 
Assume the alternative {iii) in Theorem 2.6 holds. Then for each i, 




Branch Bubbling and Pre-branch 
Bubbling Sequences 
In this chapter we will encounter our main goal of this thesis: To give a 
counter-example to the expectation ( stated in PLi-Sh] ) that a blow-up point in 
2 一 dimensional manifold is simple. Precisely, we are going to construct a 
sequence of solutions to the equation 
(3.1) -Au^ = e2Un inDi=Di(0) 
m 
2U 2 where e ° dz < Cj for some constant C^， 
^1 
which has m bubbles at the origin ( m can be greater than 1). We call such type 
ofsequences a multiple m branch bubbling sequence, meaning roughly that m 
bubbles accumulate at a point. 
Remark Here we have a little adjustment on the equation and the 
assumption • In ( 2.1 )，V^  is the scalar curvature. Since in 2-dimensional 
\ 
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manifolds, scalar curvature is the double of sectional curvature (or equivalently 
Gaussian curvature), we have -Au^ = 2Ke^° or -A(u^/2) = Ke�("^^�） 
where K is the Gaussian curvature. Replace u^Z2 by u^ give 
- A �= Ke'un. 
Therefore ( 3.1) is geometricaUy meaning to look for conforaial metrics with 
constant curvature 1. The bounded domain Q in (2 .1) is Di = D!(0) now. We 
put p = 00 and q = 1 in Theorem 2.6 . Then we state a particular case of 
Theorem 2.6: 
Let {UjJ be a sequence of solutions of ( 3.1)，with || e"° || i < C!. 
Then there exists a subsequence {unJ satisfying 
either (i) {u^^} isboundedinLj^(Q) 
or (ii) Ujjk ~> -oo uniformly on every compact subsets of Q 
or (iii) the blow- up set S is non- empty and finite such that 
Uj^ k — -00 uniformly on every compact subset of Q \ S 
and e^°^ converges in the sense of measures on C1 to 
m 
^ a. 5a. with concentrated mass a. >2ji for all i, 
i = l 
and S = {a"a2, . . . , a J . 
RecaU from Theorem 2.7 that for each i, oti = 4n'l^ with 1^  being some 
positive integer. Then it becomes a condition in Definition 3.1 and 3.2 . Li 
[Li-Sh]，it is believed that for each i, lj = 1. Nevertheless, [Chen] vindicates 
that such number can be any positive integer. It will be stated in Theorem 3.8 . 
\ 
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that such number can be any positive integer. It will be stated in Theorem 3.8 . 
Before developing our main result, a typical example is given. It provides a 
description of the blow-up mechanism, i.e. the alternative (iii) above. 
Example 
( \ , Vsw " n W = ^Og -~j~^ . 
\ + n X 
2u Note that u^(x) satisfies (3.1) and ||e °||i;R2 = 8 n. It belongs to the 
2u 
alternative (iii) since u^ (x) ~> -oo，u^  (0) — +oo and e ° ~> 8 n 5(0) in the 
sense of measures. 
Definition 3.1 A sequence {w„} of metrics on the unit disc D is called 
a multiple m branch bubbling sequence if 
_22^  2 
(0 ^ ” I dz I has constant curvature 1， 
and 
{ii) 一"” — 4 71 m • 6 (0) in the sense of measure. 
Definition 3.2 A sequence {«„} of metrics is called a degree m pre-
hranch bubbling sequence if 
(i) the metrics e^ "« | dz p，which defined in a domain £>,” = £>广” (0) where r„ 
~> 00，has constant curvature 1 and a uniformly bounded area 
\ 
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.^h” dz 2 < C ^here C is a constant, independent ofn， K -
and 
2 u 
(ii) there exist m distinct bubble points z^, z: ’ …，z^ such that e ” converges 
to 0 uniformly on every compact domain away from these bubblepoints and 
m 
g2u „ — 4兀 ^ / . . 5Zf in the seme of measures. 
/=i 
If /. = 1 for i = 1，2,...，m, then {u„} is called a degree m simplepre-branch 
bubbling sequence. 
The notion of multiple m branch bubbling sequence is essentially equivalent to 
that of degree m simple pre-branch bubbling sequence, as in the following two 
statements: 
Proposition 3.3 For each multiple m branch bubblingsequence, there 
exists a corresponding degree k simple pre-branch bubbling sequence, where 
2<k<m. 
Theorem 3.4 For each degree m simple pre-branch bubbling sequence, 
there exists a corresponding multiple m branch bubbling sequence. 
Proof. Let {uJ in 0^^(0) be a degree m simple pre-branch bubbling 
sequence where r ^ ^ oo. Set 
Un(z)=Un(rnZ)+ logT^ . 
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We will show that it is a multiple m branch bubbling sequence by direct 
computation. 
Check 1: 
-Au,(z) = -rn2AUnM = rn2 e2UnM = , n M + i�g�2 二 e2kM + iog.) 
= ,uJz). 
Check 2: 
• e24(z)|dz|2 = f rn2e2Unfcz)K = e2Un(0)|do)|2 < C. 
• D i J o i n J D r n 
Check 3: 
Note that 
m e2\(z) ^ ,^ 2 g2u,M ^d e2Un(z)_>4ji^SA(z) inthesenseofmeasures. 
i = l 
Then for every q> e CoO^i)，we have 
Hm e2�(z)cp(z)|dz|2 = Um r,\'^^^^'^cpiz)\6z\' n~>oo JDi ^^ ^ JDi 
=Hm e2Un(o)q<co/rJ|d4 n~><» Jo 
% m 
=lim 4 j iV S (z)q>(o)/rn)|dG)|2 n~>oo ^ JOr ^ 
1 = 1 % 
m� =lim 471 V q>(zi/rjj) n~>00 ^ bmmd 
i = l 
= 4 n m 9 (0) 
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» 2 = 47i:3(z)q)(z)|dz| • 
JDi ^ 
Thus, e2Un(z)convergesto 4nm 8o(z) in the sense of measures. • 
Remark Proposition 3.3 is stated as a reference and is not essential to our 
main goal. Thus, the emphasis is put on Theorem 3.4 . 
Proposition 3.5 If f{z) is a holomorphic function defined on a 
domain Q and f \ z ) never vanishes on Q, then the metric 
4 | / , ( Z ) | 2 ^ 2 (i+i/(^ )rj 
has constant curvature 1 on Q. 
Proof. Recall that on the complex plane the Gaussian curvature K(z) can 
be defined by the formula 
K = -Alogp(z)，where p(z)^ dz^ is the Riemannian metric. P(z)2 
Here p(z) = ^ “冗)^. To prove K = 1 for all z e Q，we need to show that 
l + | f (z ) | 
_Alogp(z) = p(z)2 . 
Recallthat A= 4 - ^ , f ^ ) = * ^ and | ^ = 0 iff fisholomorphic; dzdz \dz) dz dz 




2 f ' 
- A log p(z) = ^ l o g r l + l f l 
=-Alog I r I +Alog(l +1 f j2> 
= 4 A l o g | f ' | 2 + 4 ^ A i o g ( l + | f |2) 
= 0 + 4 A r _ U A ( i + f f ) " 
dz Ll + f f dz^ \ 
^ d �1 ("afj： . a f V 
= 4 — =r — f + f — dz 1 + f f l ^ a z dzJ 
:1召「 f d f 
—^[i+ff 元_ 
, d ( f ^ df , f a ' f 
= 4 一 二 h4 =r   
a z U + f f j 5z 1 + f f dzd7. ,df (l + f f ) - f f f d f \ ^ =4 ^ ^ ~ — + Q ^2 (l + f f f V^z； 
一 4 | f T " W 
=p.2. • 
The collection of all multiple m branch bubbling sequence is at least as large as 
that of all entire functions which contam exactly m distinct simple zero points 
and whose derivatives vanish nowhere. We have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.6 Suppose f { z ) is an entire function which has exactly 
m distinct simple zero points and f ( z ) vanishes nowhere. 
Then there exists X^ ~ > 00 such that the metrics, defined on £>„ = £>„(0)， 
\ 
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, 4 入 测 2 刮 2 
(1+、2|彻丨2) 
is a degree m simple pre-branch bubbling sequence. 
Proof. Let f(z) be an entire function which has exactly m simple zero 
points, namely z^，Zj , . . .，z^  ’ such that f '(z) vanishes nowhere. We will first 
look for an adequate sequence of {X^}. Let 
lii = | f ' ( ^ ) | > 0 , for all l < i < m . 
Choose n large enough such that D^ contains all zero points. Fixing n，we 
claim that 
,. 4X' \r(zf ^ 2 . 
hm ^ dz =47tm. 
“ �J ^ a ( 1 +入 2 |彻丨 2 ) 
By definition, 
| f ( z ) - f ( z , ) [ [f(z)| ^i = f (z) = lrni = hm • 
Z">Zj Z — Zj Z">Zj Z — Zj 
Therefore, for any fixed s > Q ’ tiiere exists a d > 0 such that 
( l - s ) f I i | z - Z i l < lf(z)| < ( l + E ) ^ l i | z - Z i | , 
V z 6 D 5 ( Z i ) , V l < i < m . 
Since f，(z) is continuouSj we can choose 6 > 0 above further that 
( l - e ) m < l f ' (z ) | < ( l + 8 ) M , , 
V z € Dg(Z i), V 1 < i < m . 
In D^VUiD5(zj), wehave 
\ 
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r 4入2|作)丨2  lrni 1 ^ = 0 
X"^ ( l + X ' | f ( z ) f J 
since inf{ [ f (z) | : z € D n \ U i D “ Z i ) } > 0 . 
In each Dg (z )，we have 
(1-s)2 ^i^ ^ i f^(z>r 
l+X'(l + 8>'^i'|z|')' (l + X'\f(z)\'J 
< (i+gy^ ij' 
( l + X ^ ( l - e ) ^ f i i ^ | z f | 
andso 
( l - g ) 2 4X2(l+S)2|^i2 
( l + 0 ' ( i + X 2 ( l + S ) V | z | 2 ) 
< 4^'|r(z)j' 
(l+X^|f(z)f)' 
^ ( l + £ ) 2 4入2(1一£)2|^�2 
- ( l _ " 2 ( l + X V ( l - 8 f n , ^ | z | ^ y . 
Integrating and scaling the above inequalities give 
(l-e)2 4 , 2 -~~—' 7 ^ d z 
( l + e ) ^|z-Zi|^X(l+8 )VLfi (1+ | z|2J" 
\ 
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4X>2|f'(Z)|2 ^ 2 
么 ^dz 
^8(¾) 1+入2 f(z) 2 
\ ^ (l+S)2 4 2 
么 T 7 V . ( l - S ) |^z-Zi|^ X(l+e )^ i6 (l+|z|2J" 
Note that 
1. f 4 . 2 . lun n ^ dz = 47t 
、—农 J|z-Zi|:^X(lt8 )Hi6 1+ z ' f 
\ / 
which is the surface area of the Riemann sphere， 
andthat 
4x'|r(z)|' ^ 2 7 ^dz JDn (l4-X^|f(z)|7 
亡 4X2|f'(Z)|2 ^ 2 = + > 7 ^dz . 
JD„\UiDs(zO ^ J03(Zi) ( l + X ' | f ( z ) | 7 
Therefore the above inequalities become 
�（ l - S ) 2 , ^ 4X^|r(z)|' ^ 2 o — + - - m - 4 7 i < -> ^ d z 
� X J ( l + e ) 2 JD, ( i + x ' | f ( z ) | 7 
( 1 )丨（l+e)2 
< o ——^ m • 4 % 
、 入 」 （ l - e ) 2 
(1、 
where lim o — = 0. 入4<» V入y/ 
\ 
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Passing 入 ~> oo first, we have 
(l-e>2 , , � • . ^ 4 入 2 _ | 2 - - m - 4 7 i 么 hmmf ^ ~^过 ( l + e > 2 x—oc Jo^ ( i + x ' | f ( z ) | 7 
^ r 4X2|fV(Z)|2 2 < lmisup -, ^ a z A« — co JD, (l+X'|f(z)|7 
. l l l l l l . m . 4 . . ( l - e ) 2 
Then passing E •> oo，we have 
4入2广⑵2 2 , lim 1 ^ dz = 4 7im. 
“ � ^ n ( l + X ^ | f ( z ) | 7 
Therefore the claim is proven. 
Fix again a small number s > 0. For each n which is large enough such that D^ 
contains all zero points, choose X^  such that 
4 x , ^ | r ( z ) | ' ^ 2 ^ _, r n 
-, ^ dz = 47im + o — 
^ ° ( i + � 2 | f ( Z ) | 2 ) 2 � 
and 
4 V | r ( z ) f r n max 7 ^ = o — 
z6D^\UiD5(z.) 1 + 人 2 f(z) 2 vn； 
n ^ , 
� 
where lim �一 = 0. 
X">oo �n j 
From Theorem 2，we know that the metrics 
\ 
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4 V 2 | f ' ( Z ) | 2 . 2 nnT^ 
7 ^ ^ dz on Dn 
(1 + 、 2 丨 _ ” 
has curvature 1 • Moreover, Ae selection of X ^  shows that the areas of the 
metrics tend to 47cm as n ~> 00 and thus is uniformly bounded. • 
Theorem 3.7 For each positive integer m，there exists an entire 
function f{z) such that it has exactly m distinct simple zero points and f \ z ) 
vanishes nowhere. 
Proof. For m = l , wejust choose 
f(z) = a z 4- b where a, b e C ^ui a -* 0. 
For m = 2, we may assume the two zero points are z = 0，1 • Let 
f ( z ) = e ^ . z ( z - l ) 
eJU.(i-z)+i_2z 
where g,(z) = and i = V ^ -z ( z - l ) 
Note diat g '(z) is a well-defined entire fimction, so is g(z). Thus f (z ) is an 
entire ftmction and has 0nI7tw0 simple zero points. Moreover, 
r ( z ) = e ^ z ) , e " . ( i - z ) ^ 0 fo,allzeC. 
For m > 1，iet Zj，Zj，...，^ be m distinct designated zero points. Define a 
polynomial 
m 
p(z )=n ( z" j ) . j=i 
Let Wj be defmed such that 
\ 
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eWj = P'(Zj). 
Define a polynomial of degree ( m - 1 ): 
m m 
Q(z) = n “ ) • z ^ , 
i=l i=l 1 
where Sj = Wi /{z^ -Z2)(Z1 -Z3) ... {z^ -^m) ^ d 
Sj = Wj / ( Zj - Zi ) ( Zj - Z2)…（Zj - Zj_i ) ( Zj - Zj+1 )…（Zj - Zm). 
Note that 
Q(Z1)==S1(Z1-Z2)(Z1-Z3) . . . (Z i -Zm) 
=Wj , 
and for each fixed j = 2，. •.，m, 
Q(Zj) = Sj(Zj-Z1)(Zj-Z2) _(Zj-Zj_i)(Zj-Zj+i)... (Zj-Zjn) 
=Wj . 
Let g(z) be defined such diat 
,(�eQ(z)，P'(z) 
g(z) = " T I ^ . 
Note that g '(z) is a well-defined entire fimction, so is g(z). Thus f (z ) is an 
entire function if we define 
f(z) = eg(z).P(z). 
Note timt f(z) contains exactly m simple zero points. McH:eover, its derivative 
never vanishes: 
f'(z) = ^(z)(g'(z).p(z) + p'(z)) 
_ ^g(z) Q(Z) = e • e . 
Therefore &e fimetion we need does exist. 口 
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After tackling several technical statements, we consequently arrive at our main 
theorem in Chapter 3，which is also the main goal ofthis thesis: 
Theorem 3.8 For eachpositive integer m, there exists a multiple m 
branch bubblingsequence. 
Proof. This assertion is obtained by the previous several theorems we 
have proven: 
1) According to Theorem 3.7，for each positive integer m，there exists an 
entire function, which has exactly m simple zero points and whose 
derivative does not vanish on the whole plane. 
2) It follows from Theorem 3.6 that such^an entire fimction leads to a degree 
m simple pre-branch bubbling sequence. 






Now we tum to investigate the solutions for the equation 
(4.1 ) - A u = 2 KeU where K > 0 is constant, 
inthepunctureddisc D* = D\{0} = { z e C: 0 < | z | < 1 ).Themaingoalisto 
give a representation formula for the solutions of ( 4.1 )• This formula is an 
extension of the classical result of Liouville ( [L] ) where a simply-connected 
domain is considered. We will show that the solution is in terms ofsome multi-
valued locally univalent meromorphic function, instead of a single-valued one as 
in Liouville's Theorem. Furthermore, we will prove that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a solution of ( 4.1) to be asymptotic radially symmetric 
is 
• 
(4.2) e^ I dz| < 00. h* 
Remark For the higher dimensional cases, we consider the equation 
(4 .3 ) - A u = u(° + 2)/(n-2)，^>o, 
\ 
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in a pxmetured n-dimensional ball, n > 3. 
In [Ca-Gi-Sp], it is proved that smooth solutions of ( 4.3 )，with an isokted 
singularity at the origin, are asymptotically radial, that is， 
u(x) = ( l + o ( l ) ) v | / ( | x | ) as X">0, 
for some radial singular solution y ( r ) . 
Theorem 4.1 (LiouviUe [L�） 
2 Let fi be a simply-connected domain in K . Then all real solutions of 
(4.4 ) - A u = 2 Ke “ where K is constant, 
are of the form 
/ " 
(4.5 ) u = log ^ ， 
(7 + (^4)|/|7 
where f ( z ) is a locally univalent meromorphic function in Q. 
Theorem 4.1 has been applied in [Ch-W] to give a representation formula, even 
2 more explicitly, for the solutions of ( 4.4 ) when the domain is Q - .，K > 0 
and the eonformal metric has bounded area. As a reference, we mention that this 
result had been proved m [C-Li] by the method of maving ptoes. Tte following 
proof is due to [Ch-W], which is geometric. 
CoroUary 4-2 Allrealsolutiom of ( 4.4 ) in Q. ； 0¾^  with K > 0 and 
• u ^ e < 00 
〜2 
are of the form 
\ 
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• u = log ^ ^ ^，for X > 0 and x � e R^. 
(;+x'A : |x-xo 17 
Proof. Using Theorem 4.1, we take 
|f'|2 
u 二 log 厂,~~•~~TP 
(l + ( K / 4 ) | f | 7 
2 
where f(z) is a locally univalent meromorphic function in R . Notice that 
Theorem4.1 means geometrically that e" |dzp = f * g ^ where g^ denotes the 
standard metric on S^  with Gaussian curvature K. We claim that 
f contains no essential singularity at infinity. 
Suppose not, then by Picard's Great Theorem, f maps any neighborhood of 
infinity onto S^  except possibly one value, say p, Then f would cover S^  or 
S^  \{p} infmitely many times. Therefore the metric e^|dz|^ would have infinite 
area, which contradicts the integrability of e “ in the assumption. Thus, f 
contains no essential singularity at infinity. Now we ean conclude that there are 
two cases: 
either lim f (z) = 00 or lim f(z) = z � f o r some z �€ C. 
Z">00 Z">00 
For the latter case, we can compose f with an inversion, i.e. 
g(z) = 7 7 T ~ " ， f(z)-Zo 
and hence, without loss of generality, we may assume the former case holds. 
Then f maps S^  onto Sl Since C cannot cover S^  for f is locally univaknt, 
f does not have poles in C Therefore f is a covering map and so have the form 
f(z) = Xz + Y for some X ^ 0 and y in C. 
\ 
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Put this form into ( 4.5 ): 
X 2 
u(x) = ^ j-,~： r^ 
(l + (Ky'4)|Xx + y | 7 
16X 2 2 = l o g J — ^ , for X > 0 md x^ € E . • 
( l 4 - A ' K | x - X o 1 7 
Example 
/ K、2 
u{z) = 'log4r l + - r , r - z , V 4 ； 
u (z) is a solution of ( 4.4) in the pimctured dise D*，with m isolated sifigularity 
at the origin. However, note that 
1 ", 2 
, � T7 ( z ) ' " W == ^og-~ . ^ log^ ^ . f i K f f K K ‘ f l - + � r 1 + ^1 : /2 
1 4 J 1 - 4卜 J 
It does not obey Theorem 4.1 since f (z) = z^^ is a multi-valued analytic 
fimction instead of a smgl^valued one. 
From tiie above exampk, we know Aat Theorem 4.1 is in general not true for 
domains, which are not simply connected, including the punctured disc. Hence it 
is natural to extend Liouville's Theorem for punctured disc using multi-valued 
locally univalent meromorphk fimetions. In [Ch-W] we have the following 
results: 




广 (4 .5) u = log I , - —~r^- > 
t7 + _ ) l / | 7 
* 
where f { z ) is a multi-valued locally univalent meromorphic function in D 
satisfying-, 
1) For K>0， f ( z ) = g(z) z^，aeR 
or f ( z ) 二 <z>(V?)，and 
2) For K^0, f(z) = g(z) z^, aeR 
or f ( z ) = g(z) + chgz，c € C • 
Here g and q> are single^alued analytic functions in D* and 
^(z) H-z) = 1 . 
Proof. Consider tiie universal covering D* - ( 0，1 ] x E of &e 
punctured disc D* . Let n ( r, 0 ) ； r e^^ be the projection and 
g = dr^ + r^dO^ 二 7 r^ |dx |^. 
It follows from Theorem 4.1 timt there exists a locally univaLent meromorphic 
function E(z) on D* such that e^ g = E*gK，where u = ;i*u = u �% 
and g K denotes the standard metric on the two-dimensional space fonn S^ 
with curvature K • Let 
\ 
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T： 5 * ^ 5 * beamapsuchthat x ( r , 0 ) = (r,6 + 27c). 
Then 
〜 2 I \x � 
t * h* gK - ^*[Q g j = e g = h*gjj^  • 
r^ e^ _1 
Therefore, hox oh" is a local isometry of S^. By Theorem 1.20, tiiis local 
isometoy cm be uniquely extended to a global isp_metry pf S^：. Locally, 
^ w e"x>a h o X = p o h， p € Isom ( SK ) . 
. /"W 
Since D is simply connected, this hoMs globally. For h and x are analytic, p 
is analytic. Therefore, there exists a locaUy univalent multi-valued mefomoq)hic 
/•"w • 
function h(z) = h (7c“z) satisfying h ( z e ^ ^ ' ) = p (h(z)), p € Isom(SK), 
p analytic, in D* suchthat 
h ' 2 
u = log ^ • 
(l + ( K / 4 ) | h | 7 
Notethat h(ze^^^) isdefinedas lim h(ze'®) , that is, ths value of h 
8 — 2n 
after a tum along the circle centered at the origin with radius | z |. Through a 
change of coordinates it is sufficient to prove the theorem for K = 4 and K = 0， 
where p is an analytic isometry of the standard unit sphere and the Euclidean 
pkoe respectively. 
For K = 4， p is given by 
\ 
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w^a /0 z，a ——— = Q —~~ 
1+aw 1 + a z 
and 
w，a / e l + a z ——-~~ = e  1 + aw z - a 
for some a e C and 0 g [ 0,2 n )• In the first ease, let 
f ( , ) = ^ M l S . . 
� �l + ah(z) 
Then f ( . . - 0 - ^ ^ ¾ ¾ 
l + a h ( z e ) 
二 p(h(z))-a 
l + ap{h(z)) 
_ 2%i h(z)^a 
， ® l + ah(z) 
二 e'® f(z) forall z e D * • 
Consider the function 
g(z) = f(z)z_a on D* ,where a = 0/2冗. 
We have 
g ( z e ^ , ) = f(ze-2^')(ze2� a 
\ 
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= f ( ? ) e ' e — ? - a , " « , ' 
= g ( z ) for all z G D,. 
Henee g(z) is a single-valued function and therefore analytic in D*. So f(z) 
takes the form g (z) z ® • Using the fact that 
w : a is an isometry of the standard unit sphere, we have 1 + a w 
— S r i � g ^ ^ . 
Thus, tbe first case is prov^ • 
Jn the second case，still let 
f ( z ) = A M i ^ ’ 
“ l + Ih (z ) 
Then 
f ( Z , , ) ； _ 4,二 
l + ah(ze '^^) 
二 p ( h ( z e 2 , ) - a 
1 + a p(h(ze^^^)) 




= e ^ e ( p(h(z))-a y ^ 
[ l + a p ( h ( z ) ) ^ 
二 _ - a 
l + ah(z) 
； f ( z ) for all z € D* , 
Hence there exists a single-valued analytic function in the punctured disc 
satisfying f(z) = e'®^^ q> (Vz). The condition f ( z e 2 ^ ” f ( z ) = e" impl i e s 
that q> (z) 9 (-z) ； 1. Theproof forpositive K is thus completed. 
For K = 0，notiee that analytic isometries of the Euclidean plane are of the form 
iQ . 
w = e z + c , 
which can be represented by 
w — a = e ‘ e (z - a ) or w = z + c , 
Then simikr argument as in the positive ease gives the desired result. • 
Once we obtain the formula for the solutions, we can deduce an asymptotic 
radial symmetry result for ( 4.1 ) from Theorem 4.3 • First we prove a kmma 
from complex analysis. 
Lemma 4.4 Suppose that g (z) is a holomorphic function in D* 
which has an essential singularity at the origin. Then the multi-vahiedfunction 




Proof. Consider the single,valued function 
h(z) = f(Z)Z^-a = g ( z ) zk , 
where k is an integer such that k > a . Since g has an essential singularity at 
the origin, so does h. The sequence 
h , (z ) = h ( z / 2 " ) 
is not a normal sequence on some annulus Ti r/4 < ] z | < 2r. In particular, the 
sequence is not a normal sequence on intersection Q of T with any sector: 
arg z 一 arg z o | < 8, in the unit disc. Therefore the sequence 
fn(z) = f ( z / 2 ' ) 
cannot be normal on Q . Now, applying the Montel Theorem in 岡，we see 
that for any a e [，except at most one point, there exists infmitely many n sueh 
that 4 takesthevalue a in Q.Thisimpliesthat f takesthevalue a infmitely 
many times in 1he sector. • 
Theorem 4.5 Let u be a smooth real solution of ( 4.1) with K > 0 
in the punctured disc D*. Then u is asymptotically radial, more precisely, 
u (z) 二 c log I z I + 0 (1) as I z I ~> 0，c > -2， 
\ 
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ifand only if 
m U j 2 e dz < CO . JD* 
Proof. Theorem 4.3 showsthatthemetric e^|dz|^ is the pull-back of 
the spherical metric with curvature K through the holomorphic map f . 
Moreover, f is a covering map on D \ { z < 0 } since f '(z) is never zero for all 
z G D*. If g takes the value 00 infinitely many times, then so does f . This 
• 
implies that e^ |dz|^ has infinite volume, i.e. e" | dz|^ = 00. So we may 
k>* 
assume g takes 00 for finitely many times. Then g is holomorphic near the 
essential singularity and we can apply Lemma 4.4 (in case f (z) = g (z) z “ ) to conclude that f covers the image of f in the sphere infinitely many times. Thus • 
e^ dz 2 = 00 . Therefore, the integrabiHty condition impUes that g at Jo* 
mostly has a pole at the origin. After some computation, the asymptotic radial 
synunetry of the solution u is established. • 
Remark 
/ (z) = h (z) z^ + c log z，k is an integer, c ^ 0. 
Theorem 4.5 is not true for K = 0. It is straightforward to show that 
• 




f (z) 二 h (z) z k，h is analytic with h(0) * 0 and k > 0. hi particular, all radial 
symmetric solutions corresponding to f (z) = h (z) 7} + c log z，k € Z，c 本 0 , 
% 
satisfy e“ | dz|^ 二 oo in any deleted neighborhood of 0. « 
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